**Linsn** LED Display Controller Installation Manual

**Installation Instruction**

**Step 1**

After you open the package boxes and take out all the cabinets, please confirm you are using the 110V or 220V Voltage, this is very important., and all the testing in our factory were all 220V used, if you use 110V Voltage, please **Switch the Voltage to 110V**, or we will do it for you in our factory before shipment, pls remember to do this step before you install the screen.

**Step 2**

Assembling these 18 cabinets.

Pls see the connection Diagram and some relative photos as below.
Signal and Power Cable, and Iron Tighten Plate Connection Between Cabinets.

The Whole Screen Connection Look Like
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Step 3

Fixing the Sending card and display card in the computer.

Pls see the relative photos as below.

RS232 Cable(White) and DVI Cable(Black)
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Sending Card(right) and Display Card(left)

Two cards fixed in the computer
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The connection of these 2 cards look like
Step 4
After finishing the installation of the sending card and display card, please use the long signal cable to connect the sending card in the computer with the connector on the first cabinet (DATA INPUT).

Step 5
Feeding the electricity to these 18 cabinets.

Step 6
Install the software into your computer, we have prepare the original software CD for you, the series number was “888888” when you are doing the installation.

Step 7
Software settings
Open the software, click “option”/software setup/Typing “linsn” on the keyboard/inputting ”168” as Password/ Open the “Display connection”, the CON we prepare was just for this, pls also save the CON file on your computer, clicking the “load from file” to upload the CON file, after that, firstly click any of the cabinet in it then click “send to receiver” and “ Save to receiver”.
Step 8

After these, then you can edit the program on the software and play them on the software now: Click “Allow Edit” in the front page/new page of program/add step/new window/file window.....

Click “add file” close to the” display path”...through this, you can load the video program saved on your computer to play it on the LED screen. Pls see the file as below: